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Abstract
The instrumental and lyrical accompaniment plays an important role in enriching the fabric of melodies and determining the forms of harmony and coherence between musical instruments, and the piano is one of the most important accompanying instruments that can convey the beauty of thought and expression and are used to accompany food and various orchestral instruments, so the accompanying pianist needs full understanding. In his turn in the performance as the accompanying player is not just a supporter of the playing, but rather he is sometimes the leader of the artistic work, and the researcher said that there are many difficulties that face the accompanying pianist when performing the accompaniment as it contains different musical techniques and requires expressive and performing skills and Also, the complete compatibility between the pianist and the other instrument that helps in producing the artistic work in the correct manner, and as the accompanying pieces have become included in the piano curricula of the BA stage in the Performance Department of the Faculty of Music Education, so the researcher considered that dealing with violin and violin pieces classified 2 by Salim Balmgrin (18-1951) Selim Palmgren (Selim Palmgren) with study, performance analysis and overcoming difficulties: its technique will help the accompanying pianist to perform it properly. True.
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Introduction:
Music is a universal art that is listened to and played by people all over the world, which differs in its character and expressive style according to the place in which it was originated and in the style of composition stemming from composers over the generations, and this music has lived in continuous change during different ages as a result of the continuous attempts of Alongside leading composers, discovering new possibilities for music expression and artistic creation.

The instrumental and lyrical accompaniment plays an important role in enriching the texture of melodies and determining the forms of harmony and coherence between musical instruments. The accompaniment that can convey the beauty of thought and expression, whether it is playing solo or accompanying singing and various orchestral instruments, so the accompanying pianist needs a full understanding of his role in the performance as he is not only a supporter of the playing, but that he is sometimes the leader of the artistic work, and she saw The researcher said that there are many difficulties that face the accompanying pianist when performing the accompaniment. It also contains different musical techniques and requires expressive and performance skills, as well as the full compatibility between the pianist and the other instrument, which helps in correctly reproducing the artistic work.

Research problem:
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The accompanying pianist needs personal and technical skills in order to achieve the required level in the dialogue between himself and the soloist and perform properly and well, and since the accompanying pieces have become included in the piano curriculum for undergraduate students at the Faculty of Music Education, so the researcher decided to choose some violin and piano pieces by Finnish author Selim Balmagren is classified because it contains technical and expressive elements in addition to its attractive melodies and rhythms, and it is studied and analyzed with instructions that benefit the accompanying pianist to reach good performance.

The essential skills that a companion pianist must have:

First: Personal skills:

- The accompanying pianist must be distinguished by the following:
  1. Responding and merging with the individual machine in terms of agreement on the method of accompaniment, performance, speed, expression, and some instructions agreed upon between them.
  2. Flexibility in performance so that he takes over the leadership of the work and is not just a follower of the soloist and a musician and a listener at the same time, and they cooperate with each other to focus on successfully producing the artistic work.
  3. The vigilance of the accompanying solo player when performing something that was not agreed upon or the occurrence of a mistake, repetition or sudden acceleration in time, so the accompanying player must be alert and not be disturbed by this error, but rather complete the performance with the single instrument correctly.
  4. Control the performance so that he is aware of the type of work, the type of instrument that accompanies it, the psychological state and the place in which he performs the performance and is more calm until this is reflected in the singer or the soloist.

Second: technical skills:

- Proficiency in initial reading, which is one of the important skills that must be available in the accompanying player to be able to accompany the compositions that he reads for the first time without stopping, and this requires the ability to play the piano and the flexibility of the movement of the fingers and has a distinguished degree of technique and is acquired through continuous and regular training.
- Familiarity with the science of harmony helps the accompanying musician perform the spoils easily and enables him to know the stairs and the harmonic transformations by the composition, the type of texture, and the style of the era in which it is composed.
- Mastering the technique of technique is one of the most important factors that must be available in the accompanying player, through training in the performance of all the techniques
of the instrument and full control over the possibility of expression and the ability to overcome the difficulties that face him through continuous training.

4- The skill of improvisation, as it enables the accompanying player to create compositions with rhythmic variations that fit the melody of the piece, and also helps him to move from one maqam to another freely, and in the event of any mistake by the soloist, the accompanying player can improvise the melody until reaching the accompaniment again.

5- Filming the melody above or below the pitch, especially with the singer, to suit his vocal pitch, so the accompanying player must perform the piece on its original scale and photograph it on another level.

6- Understanding the best way to perform an expression on the piano instrument, and this is not limited to performing the expressions of intensity (m, 2), or fading (m, ppp, pp) with precision only, but also achieving a sound balance between him and the soloist and feeling the musical depth of the character of the single instrument.

The role of the pianist towards accompanying the solo instrument:

1- Intelligence in quickly getting acquainted with the specifications and characteristics of the author, discovering difficulties and trying to overcome them.

2- Self-confidence increases his ability to focus and perform correctly without errors, and thus this confidence is transmitted to the soloist.

3- Understand the primary role of the companion, which is the accompaniment of the solo instrument, so his performance should not overwhelm the melody of the soloist.

4- The ability to teamwork and cooperation to fully produce the artwork.

Violin

The violin instrument was called by several names, including Violin * in French, and Violino in Italian, and it occupies a great position among musical instruments throughout the ages, and is considered one of the smallest and most expressive string instruments as it can produce various and different sounds through The methods of playing it, whether using the bow or without it, and some believe that it expresses the thinnest feelings and feelings and also expresses anger and despair), which gives her supernatural power of expression and became the pioneer of instruments in the symphony orchestra, and despite the high position of the instrument around the world, it did not appear on it. Any change for several centuries The violin instrument has received the attention of many composers who have written for it many compositions, whether individually or in orchestral groups, or accompanied by other instruments such as Mozart, Beethoven, Schumann and other composers throughout the ages.

Research results:

After completing the theoretical and instrumental analysis of the research sample selected from
the violin and piano pieces compiled by Salim Balmagren, which is fragment No. 1, 3, and 6, the researcher reached the following results, which answer the research questions:

1- The first question: What is the manner of performing the accompaniment in Salim’s compositions with violin and piano classified especially?

The researcher came up with a sound method with al-Magren in the compositions accompanying the piano and violin "The Research Sample" and was characterized by the following:

Singing melodies with simple rhythms.
For example, the absence of a guide defining the place of the piece.
- Change the keys frequently, for example, the syllable number (Γ, 6).
- Using the pedal to enrich the melody.

A piano playing skill requires many expressive terms and expressive colors in different degrees.
- The contrast between the slowdown progress .rit and the progressive acceleration .accel then return to the original speed. A tempo

Repetition of melodies with variation in accompaniment.
- The use of ornaments in many parts of the pieces
- The use of expressive long braces and short curly braces Slur.

2- The second question: What are the appropriate musical instructions to reach the good performance of the accompanying pianist in violin and piano compositions compiled by Salim Balmagren?

After the structural and performance analysis of the pieces “the research sample, the researcher placed some musical instructions at the end of each piece to reach the level of good performance, which she summarizes as follows:

- Listen to the violin solo player to learn the melodic and rhythmic plan and the sense of the piece.
- The necessity of a complete agreement between the violinist and the pianist accompanying the correct start, which requires that there be an agreed upon sign between them.
- To be attentive to the performance of the violin player and to follow musical expressions, whether a faint performance in all its degrees, PPP, PP, or strong performance in different degrees ff, mf, and the gradation between them and follow the speed and slowdown and wait for the starting signal from the violinist to return to the original speed. Flexibility in performance and simulation of a violin player in showing all his musical expressions.

Commitment to the numbering suggested by the researcher.
Pay attention to changing the clefs.

- Interpretation of all the colors and terminology of the expression with different degrees of touch and flexibility in producing expressions in a way that does not overwhelm the performance of the violinist.

Wait until the sound fades when the prolongation sign appears. This requires upfront spending among players on the start signal and marking time.

The researcher also developed exercises to facilitate performance, such as:

1- Performing exercise Left-handed jumping Maze No. 20.
2- Exercise to perform the Achikatora bauble No. 20.
3- The researcher placed photographs showing the position of the hands in performing a musical interference, a number ٢.

3- The third question: What are the methods of developing musical abilities and skills of the accompanying pianist? The researcher found methods of developing the musical abilities and skills of the accompanying pianist, which are as follows:

1- He shall have a great technical and expressive ability that enables him to perform the accompaniment. Be fluent in Sight Reading.
2- To be fully aware of the capabilities of the violin machine while accompanying it.
3- The flexibility of the accompanying player to achieve balance with the soloist.
4- Development of the skill of instantaneous reaction with the soloist.
5- Familiarity with the rules of harmony, knowledge of ladders and hormonal transfers.
6- Proficiency in performing some of the technical forms that the researcher was exposed to during the analysis, such as:

Harmonized triple and quadruple damage technique.
Octave technic
Arpegesis.
The jump of all kinds.
- Aldawas
- Arpeggio ornament.
Small arcs.
- Playing choppy.
- Apogatura ornament.
- Accatora ornament.

Recommendations:
The researcher recommends the following:
1- Inclusion of Salim's compositions in the college library, especially the accompaniment works, in order to allow learners to choose them within the curriculum for playing the piano due to its high playing techniques that help in preparing the accompanying pianist.

2- Providing audio recordings of accompanying compositions for many composers in the College Listening Library to give the student an opportunity to hear them.

3- Organizing musical seminars that include explaining and listening to the works of the author "Salim Bel-Mujren" so that college students get to know them and introduce their playing.
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